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Voices in Michigan Literacy:
An Interview with Nell K. Duke
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ell K. Duke is an assistant professor of teacher education and learning, technology, and culture
at Michigan State University and was a principal investigator with the Center for the Improvement of Early Reading Achievement (CIERA). Duke's
work focuses on early literacy development, particularly among children living in urban poverty. Her specific areas
of expertise include t~e development of informational literacies
in young children, comprehension teaching and learning in the
primary grades, approaches to addressing the needs of struggling
reader-writers, and issues of equity in literacy education.
Duke is the recipient of the International Reading Association
Outstanding Dissertation Award, the National Council of Teachers of English Promising Researcher Award, and the International
Reading Association Dina Feitelson Award. Among her current
projects are two federally funded longitudinal studies of early
literacy development, one focusing on the impact of diversifying the genres young children read and write in grades 1 and 2,
the other examining the effects of two approaches to teaching
literacy in science in grades 2 and 3. Duke teaches preservice,
inservice, and doctoral courses in literacy education at Michigan State; speaks and consults widely on literacy education;
and is an active member of several literacy-related organizations.
Michigan Reading Journal Co-editor Kathleen Clark interviewed her on March 6, 2003.

NellK. Duke

KC: Much of your inquiry has focused on informational
text. Can you tell us how you became interested in looking at the use of informational text in elementary
schools?
ND: I've long been interested in how young children learn to use different kinds of language in different
contexts. We see this very early on in oral language, for example when a child pretends to be "Mommy" and
really sounds like Mommy (Ervin-Tripp, 1973). But we also see it fairly early on with written language. One
of my favorite examples is from a 3-year-old girl (Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1983 ). She scribble-wrote
(left-to-right scribbles in lines) two texts: one had short scribbles in a column down one side of the page, the
other hand long scribbles going all the way across the page. She called the first one a shopping list and the
second one a story! This example and others make us realize that even young children have some awareness
of genre -that language is used differently and in different situations. I find that fascinating!

Anyway, one of the kinds of language of special interest to me is the language of informational texts-texts
whose primary purpose is to convey information about the natural or social world. I think being able to
understand, produce, and critique this kind of text is so important to being an active citizen, a good student,
to life. I also think there is a lot of potential for informational text to engage and motivate children, to address
real questions children have about the world around them, to raise new questions for children to explore. But
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I'd noticed even as far back as my own student teaching experience that these kinds of texts didn't seem to be
common in primary grade classrooms. I wondered why, and whether that is something that should be changed.

KC: Why do you think it is so important to use informational books with young readers?
ND: In a way I think my answer to this question is implicit in my answer above. I believe that informational

literacies are very important to functioning successfully in school and society. Certainly there is evidence that
adults do a great deal of informational reading in their daily lives, and that informational reading demands in
advanced schooling are high. There is also some evidence suggesting that there are more immediate benefits
to using informational texts with young readers-benefits including building vocabulary and comprehension
skills, building world knowledge, increasing reading and writing achievement, and increasing motivation (see
for example Duke, Bennett-Armistead, & Roberts, 2002, for a review). Of course, incorporating informational
text into primary grade classrooms isn't a magic bullet-in fact my sense from the research that has been done
so far is that the benefits are fairly modest, at least in the primary grades-but I do think it is one of many
things we should be doing as a part of providing quality primary grade education.

KC: Can you share with us your ideas about how to engage young readers with informational texts?
What learning structures do you recommend (i.e., independent reading, read aloud, shared reading,
etc.)?
ND: Thank you for asking that question! I am working on a book right now on that very subject-Reading

and writing informational text in the primary grades: Research-based practices-that should be out with
Scholastic Professional Books at the end of this year (Duke & Bennett-Armistead, in preparation). In that
book we suggest incorporating informational text into read aloud, shared reading, guided reading, independent
reading, writing, content area instruction, and the classroom environment! This may sound overwhelming, but
teachers I've worked with generally find it manageable, especially if they do it gradually, rather than all at
once. It seems that selecting the right informational texts-texts that link to the curriculum, aren't too easy or
too challenging, that appeal to many children-is key. Fortunately, there are more informational texts available for young children now than there have been in the past, including excellent trade books as well as books
written specifically for schools.

KC: What strategies do you recommend teachers explicitly teach when engaging students with informational texts?
ND: There is very little research on this subject, at least with primary grade children. In fact, I'm writing

a grant proposal right now to conduct a study related to this question. At this point it is probably safest to
explicitly teach children, in developmentally and genre-appropriate ways of course, those comprehension
strategies that have been shown to be effective with older children and/or with younger children and narrative
texts. These strategies include monitoring comprehension, activating prior knowledge, predicting, generating and answering questions, thinking aloud, attending to text structure, constructing visual representations
of text, and summarizing (see Duke & Pearson, 2002, the National Reading Panel Report, 2000, Pearson &
Duke, 2002, and Pressley, 2000 for reviews of research).
With regard to writing instruction even less is known. At this point I think three things are especially key: (1)
providing children with many models of good informational writing; (2) ensuring that as much as possible
children are writing informational text for authentic purposes (i.e., to convey information to a real person or
people that those people actually want or need to know); and (3) explicitly teaching children about the characteristics of quality informational writing, for example about devices authors use to introduce topics, important
text features such as headings and indexes, what makes diagrams and definitions effective, and so on. I've
seen primary grade teachers accomplish all of these things. One of my favorite projects I observed was when
a class wrote an informational brochure to distribute at a local nature center to other children who might
have had the same questions they had! (For resources related to teaching informational writing in the primary
grades, you might consult our upcoming book or related books such as those by Christine Duthie ( 1996),
Joann Portalupi and Ralph Fletcher (2001), or Tony Stead (2002).)
SPRING
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KC: What kinds of informational texts do you like to read?
ND: I especially love to read informational texts written by young children©. And I also love to read informational texts about how young children learn to write and read©. But in my life outside of academia (yes,
I do have one, sometimes ... ), I enjoy reading Discover magazine, parenting magazines, popular nonfiction
books, and a variety of other informational texts. My hope is that we'll get to a point where all people will be
able to read whatever they want or need to read. That's really what it's all about.
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